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Abstract Branchiostoma intermediate filament (IF) protein
C2 contains a long tail domain consisting of several degener-
ate repeats which display a heptad repeat pattern. This unique
tail sequence is predicted to constitute a long coiled coil
domain in C2, which is separated from the rod by a glycine-
rich linker L3. The recombinant IF protein C2 shows, in
electron microscopy (EM), parallel rodlike dimers of
66.7 nm decorated by a larger globule on one side and a
smaller globule on the other side. In contrast, the length of
the tailless C2 dimers, decorated by only one small globule, is
about 26 nm shorter. These results indicate that both the rod
domain and the newly predicted coiled coil segment 3 partic-
ipate in the formation of a double-stranded coiled coil dimer.
Moreover, the two to four C2 dimers are able to associate via
their globular tail domain into multiarm oligomers, an ability
not seen by the tailless C2mutant or the other currently known
protostomic and vertebrate IFs.
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Introduction

About 70 different members of the intermediate filament (IF)
family of proteins in vertebrates (Hesse et al. 2004) are sepa-
rated to the nuclear lamins (type V) and the four cytoplasmic
IF types. All IF proteins possess a central rod domain with

segments 1A, 1B, 2A and 2B, characterised by heptad repeats.
The rod is flanked by head and tail domains that differ signif-
icantly in sequence both between chains and between chain
types (for reviews, see Fuchs and Weber 1994; Parry and
Steinert 1995; Herrmann et al. 2009). The primary function
of the cytoplasmic IF cytoskeleton seems to be resistance
against mechanical stress (i.e. McLean and Lane 1995; Hesse
et al. 2000; Karabinos et al. 2001a; Vijayaraj et al. 2009).

Previously, we cloned and characterised 13 cytoplas
mic IFs from cephalochordate Branchiostoma. Five
Branchiostoma IF proteins, identified as bona fide type
I (k1, Y1, E1) and type II (D1, E2) keratins, form in vitro
typical heteropolymeric filaments (Karabinos et al. 2000), are
developmentally regulated and represent the major IF proteins
in the Branchiostoma nerve cord (Karabinos et al. 2001b).
Another five Branchiostoma keratin-like IFs, A1, A2, A3, B1
and B2, were proposed to be lancelet specific (Karabinos et al.
2002). The B1 protein is mesodermally expressed and forms
homopolymeric IF in vitro. In contrast, its closest relative B2
is co-expressed with the three homologous proteins A1–A3 in
the intestinal epithelia and forms heteropolymeric IF with A3,
triggered by a short sequence in the segment 1B (Karabinos
et al. 2012). Finally, the three remaining currently known
Branchiostoma IF proteins X1, C1 and C2 possess some
keratin-like sequences (Karabinos et al. 2000, 2002) and are
integrated into the epidermal and neuronal keratin meshwork
(Karabinos et al. 2001b), but their precise role in the latter
structures remains unknown.

In this work we described a more detailed characterisation
of the Branchiostoma IF C2 sequence and analysed its struc-
ture by electron microscopy (EM).

Materials and methods

Nucleic acid techniques

Cloning of the Branchiostoma lanceolatum C2 is described
elsewhere (Riemer et al. 1998). The tailless deletion mutant of
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the B. lanceolatum protein C2 was prepared by cloning of the
corresponding PCR fragments amplified from the C2 comple-
mentary DNA (cDNA) (Riemer et al. 1998) into the pET23a
expression vector. The tailless C2 fragment contains the entire
head and rod domains and ends with the first three residues
“MAG” of the linker L3 (for details, see Fig. 1a, c). The
primers used for preparation of the deletion mutant, described
above, are available upon request. The tailless C2 DNA con-
struct was sequenced to ensure that the correct deletion was
generated.

Protein techniques

Expression and purification of the recombinant Branchiostoma
C2 proteins were as described (Karabinos et al. 2000). Aliquots
of the purified recombinant C2 and C2-tailless proteins in 8 M
urea buffer at 0.2 mg/ml were dialysed against 50 mM NaCl

and 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4) and processed for glycerol
spraying/rotary metal shadowing and EM essentially as de-
scribed (Karabinos et al. 2003). Other tested assembly buffers
were 50 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4), 20 mM Tris-
HCl (pH 7.2), 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4), 20 mM Tris-HCl
(pH 7.6) and 2 mM Tris-HCl (pH 9.0). All buffers were 1 mM
in DTTand were made in Milli-Q water (Millipore, Escheborn,
Germany).

Results and discussion

The tail domain of C2 contains degenerate repeats displaying
a coiled coil-forming ability

During preparation of the recombinant C2 proteins in
this study (see “Materials and Methods”), we found

a

b

c

Fig. 1 aAmino acid sequence of the B. lanceolatum IF protein C2. The
head, coils 1A, 1B, 2A, 2B and 3 and the linkers L1, L12, L2 and L3 are
indicated. Also indicated are positions of the originally and newly pre-
dicted tail domains. Arrowspointing downwards and upwards respective-
ly mark the beginning and the end of the rod segments 1A, 1B and 2 as
well as of the newly predicted coiled coil 3. Asterisks below the rod and
coiled coil 3 segments mark the a and d positions of the heptad repeat
pattern. The position of stutters in coils 2 and 3 is indicated. The degen-
erate repeats −1 to 3 are boxed. The underlined sequences in the linker
L12 and in the tail domain are new due to a revision of the original C2

sequence (see text for details). Glycine-rich regions in the head domain
and in the linkers L1, L12 and L3 are indicated in bold type. The arrows
mark the end of the tailless C2 fragment. bThe C-terminal part of the rod
domain and the attached part of the tail domain display five degenerate
repeats (repeats 0, 1 and 2) or their fragments (repeats −1 and 3). Bold
letters mark residues shared by two, three, four or five repeats. The
position of the predicted new linker L3 as well as the new predicted tail
is indicated. cSchematic representation of the Branchiostoma protein C2
and its tailless fragment. The tailless C2 fragment ends with the three
residues “MAG” which are derived from the predicted new linker L3
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several C2 cDNA clones containing a 14-residue-long
glycine-rich insertion in the linker L12 (underlined in
Fig. 1a), not observed in our original cDNA analysis
(Riemer et al. 1998). Moreover, we corrected an open
reading frame of the C2 tail sequence by exchanging
the 22 residues “ACVPSLLPASPSATSASWTATR” by an-
other 22 residues “RLRAEFAACQSERDQCFMDRDS”
(underlined in Fig. 1a), previously overlooked due to a se-
quence error. The latter correction helped us identify three
more degenerate repeats (or their fragments) in the C2 tail
domain (numbered as −1, 0 and 3 in Fig. 1a, b), related to the
two originally reported degenerate repeats 1 and 2 (Riemer
et al. 1998). Interestingly, all five latter sequences display a
heptad repeat pattern predicted to form a new 232-residue-
long coiled coil segment 3 in C2. The latter segment contains
two stutter-like discontinuities of the coiled coil phasing
and is separated from the rod by a 58-residue-long se
quence named here as a linker L3 (Fig. 1a). Thus, based
on the sequence analysis, described above, the revised C2
protein sequence is predicted now to contain a 139-residue-
long head, the coiled coil segments 1A, 1B, 2A, 2B and 3 as
well as the 57-residue-long tail domain (Fig. 1a, c).
Interestingly, the latter domain is rich in proline and cysteine
residues, while the head and the L1, L12 and L3 linkers are
rich in glycine residues (Fig. 1a).

Electron microscopy reveals C2 dimers and multiarm
oligomers

The first step in the assembly process of all IF proteins is the
formation of the parallel double-stranded IF coiled coil (for
reviews, see Fuchs and Weber 1994; Parry and Steinert 1995;
Herrmann et al. 2009). The conserved assembly mode of the
IF proteins and the domain structure prediction for C2, de-
scribed above, suggest that C2 might form a long double-
stranded dimer based on the coiled coil segments 1A, 1B, 2
and 3 (Fig. 1). In order to experimentally prove this sugges-
tion, we have analysed the purified recombinant C2 protein by
EM. Figure 2 shows electron micrograph containing a rodlike
structure with a larger globule on one side and a smaller
globule on the other side (Fig. 2a, b, e). This structure most
probably represents a parallel double-stranded dimer.
Moreover, multiarm oligomers composed of larger globules
creating a prominent globular core and with two to four
rodlike arms bending to varying degrees were also revealed
(Fig. 2c–e). The latter structures are thought to represent
dimers oligomerising via their C-terminal globules because
this ability was not seen by the tailless C2 protein (see below).
The length of the whole dimer, obtained from 216 measure-
ments, was 66.7 nm. This value was about 40 % higher than
40.5 nm, measured for the 391 C2-tailless dimers prepared
and examined under similar experimental conditions (for the
domain structure of the tailless C2, see Fig. 1c). The

C2-tailless dimer shows only single rods with small globules
on one side which probably correspond to the head domain of
the C2 protein. Moreover, no oligomerisation was seen in the
tailless C2 preparation (Fig. 2f, g, i), except a very rare finding
of two dimers that appear to be connected (Fig. 2h).

Fig. 2 EM analysis of recombinant Branchiostoma protein C2 and its
tailless mutant. a Electron micrograph containing C2 rodlike dimers,
decorated with a larger globule on one side and a smaller globule on the
other side as well as multiarm oligomers composed of a prominent
globular core and two to four rodlike arms with several flexible linkers
bending the rod to varying degrees. Each arm is thought to represent a C2
dimer (see text for details). A detailed micrograph of the two- (b), three-
(c) and four-arm (d) oligomers with the corresponding sketches (e) to
show the arrangement of the individual structures. fElectron micrograph
containing individual C2-tailless rodlike dimers containing a small glob-
ule on one end. Note the absence of oligomerisation on this micrograph.
g–iA detailed micrograph of individual rodlike dimers of the tailless C2
protein. Bars represent 200 nm
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The heptad repeat structures in the rod domain of the
cytoplasmic IFs, as mentioned above, are responsible for the
formation of homo- or hetero-coiled coil dimers as a first step
in the IF assembly. In line with this conserved IF assembly
mode, we found here a double-stranded C2 coiled coil
(Fig. 2); however, several unexpected features were also
found. First, based on a direct comparison of the C2 and
tailless C2 molecules in EM (see Fig. 2 and text above), it
seems likely that at least a part of the coiled coil segment 3
also participates in the formation of the C2 dimer. Second, the
C2 dimers associate via their larger C-terminal globular do-
mains and do not form typical IF tetramers or higher order
structures in buffers, tested in this study (see “Material and
Methods”). There are several possible explanations for this
unusual C2 assembly behaviour. First, it could be that the long
B. lanceolatumC2 dimer is for some structural reason unable
to form tetramers or higher order structures of the typical
cytoplasmic IF protein. Such interpretation would be in agree-
ment with the unique tail heptad repeats, found so far only by
the two Branchiostoma protein C (Riemer et al. 1998).
Moreover, the unusual oligomers might indicate the potential
of C2 to bundle and/or stabilise the Branchiostoma epidermal
and neuronal keratins where C2 is a minor component
(Karabinos et al. 1998, 2001b). Alternatively, the long C2
dimers and their unusual oligomers are a non-specific product
of our in vitro assembly experiments, and a usual IF polymer-
isation of this protein is triggered by some yet unknown co-
polymerisation IF partner. In this respect, we want to note that
the overlay experiments with several Branchiostoma (D1, E1,
k1) or human (K8, K18) type I and type II keratins did not
indicate any heterotypic C2 interactions (our unpublished
results). Thus, further molecular analyses, for example, using
an immunoprecipitation assay with the C2-specific antibody
(Riemer et al. 1998), are needed to provide clues to the role
which this unique IF protein plays in the Branchiostoma
epidermal and neuronal keratins.
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